
 

 
 
P.O. Box 1749 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
B3J 3A5 Canada    

Item No.  14.1.4               
 Halifax Regional Council 

 May 9, 2017 
  

 
TO:   Mayor Savage and Members of Halifax Regional Council 
 
 
SUBMITTED BY:  

Brad Anguish, A/Chief Administrative Officer 
    
    
DATE:   March 9, 2017 
 
SUBJECT:  Crosswalk Flag Program Administrative Order 

 
 
ORIGIN 
 
Item 14.5.3 of the July 19, 2016 meeting of Halifax Regional Council: 
 

MOVED by Councillor Outhit, seconded by Councillor Rankin THAT Halifax Regional Council 
direct staff to prepare an administrative order outlining a policy, process, governance and criteria 
for the allowance of crosswalk flags to be placed at crosswalks. 
 
MOTION PUT AND PASSED 

 
 
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY 
 
Halifax Regional Municipality Charter, (HRM Charter), Part III, subsection 59(3), “In addition to matters 
specified in this Act or another Act of Legislature, the Council may adopt policies on any matter that the 
Council considers conducive to the effective management of the Municipality.” 
 
HRM Charter Part VII, subsection 188(1), “The Council may make by-laws, for municipal purposes, 
respecting (a) the health, well-being, safety and protection of persons; … (c) persons, activities and things 
in, on or near a public place or place that is open to the public.” 
 
HRM Charter, Part XII, subsection 318(2), “In so far as is consistent with their use by the public, the 
Council has full control over the streets in the Municipality.” 
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RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that Halifax Regional Council: 
 

1. Adopt Administrative Order 2017-001-OP, the Placement of Crosswalk Flags Administrative 
Order, as set out in Attachment 1 of this report; 
 

2. Adopt By-law S-310, amending By-law S-300, the Streets By-law, as set out in Attachment 3 of 
this report; and 
 

3. Direct the CAO to direct staff to order the removal of any existing crosswalk flag installations not 
in compliance with the administrative order within a time frame of one year after the 
administrative order coming into force. 
 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
The Crosswalk Safety Advisory Committee (CSAC) was established by Halifax Regional Council on 
March 5, 2013 with the following mandate: 
 

The CSAC will serve as a forum to develop and present input and advice with respect to 
crosswalks, with the objective of improving the safety of pedestrians using crosswalks in 
HRM; 

 
The CSAC will develop a report, along with action plans to improve the safety of pedestrians 
using crosswalks, both marked and unmarked; 
 
Issues to be addressed in the report include, but are not limited to education, enforcement, 
traffic control measures and standards and consistency, as they relate to crosswalks, 
including budget implications. 

 
As part of their mandate the CSAC produced a report “Making Our Communities Safer – Crosswalk 
Safety Work Plan” (The Work Plan), which was presented to Regional Council on March 4, 2014, and 
identified six goals, each outlining several specific actions to be taken in achieving the goal. One of the 
action items under the goal titled, “Traffic Control” included: 
 

“Approving the use of crosswalk flags in HRM at crosswalks where the community takes on 
the responsibility of installing and maintaining them.” 

 
In relation to the above noted CSAC work plan goal and action item, a recommendation report was 
approved by Regional Council at the August 5, 2014, council session which indicated that: 
 

“Community groups would be allowed to implement crosswalk flag programs with input from 
HRM staff to help ensure programs are carried out appropriately and safely.” 

 
After receiving Council direction in 2014 to work with the community to facilitate the installation of flags at 
municipal crosswalks, staff met with the citizen leading the crosswalk flag campaign to discuss and agree 
on an approach to be used when requests were received for the installation of crosswalk flags. As a 
result, a general approach and guidelines were put in place to help facilitate the program. Since that time 
flags have been installed at approximately 135 crosswalk locations within HRM. 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
During implementation of the crosswalk flag program (the program), several questions arose as to the 
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intent behind the original direction provided by Council and the guidelines put in place to support the 
installation of crosswalk flags. As a result, a report was submitted at the June 23, 2016, session of the 
Transportation Standing Committee outlining the current approach being used and recommended the 
drafting of an administrative order to provide a formalised policy for moving forward with the crosswalk 
flag program. 
 
As part of the 2015 and 2016 traffic data collection seasons (May to December), staff undertook some 
observations and assessments of crosswalk locations with and without flags. Information on the use and 
impact of crosswalk flags was gathered. 
 
During the 2015 data collection season, crosswalk locations where flags had been installed were 
observed. Based on observations and data collected, staff was able to identify the following: 
 

 Where flags were available, usage was identified to be approximately 8 percent; 
 
 Flag usage was observed to be most common among young children and seniors; 

 
 Driver yielding behaviour, with or without a flag, was found to be good at 87 percent yielding. 

 
The 2016 data confirmed much of what was found in 2015, but went further to better assess driver 
yielding rates. The 2016 assessment included twenty four (24) crosswalk locations; twelve (12) with flags 
in place and twelve (12) without flags. Locations and data are included in Attachment 4. Based on the 
data collected and observations made, staff was able to identify the following: 
 

 At locations where flags were present, overall usage was identified to be approximately 5 
percent; 

 Flag usage was most common among young children and seniors; and 
 Flag usage and driver yielding behaviour by crosswalk type is outlined in the following table. 

 
 

 
The above information was obtained through random sampling of each location taken at various 
instances over the data collection season, beginning in June and continuing into November. During each 
observation period, staff would record the pedestrian and vehicle activity at the location and make note of 
flag usage and driver behaviour. Vehicles approaching the crosswalk when a pedestrian attempted to 
cross were observed. If the vehicle did not stop, it was identified as a non-yielding instance, as long as 
the driver had adequate time to react. In order to determine this, the stopping sight distance for a 50 km/h 
roadway, or 65 m, was used to locate a yielding point for each approach to the crosswalk. If a vehicle was 
at or beyond the yielding point, but did not stop for a pedestrian, it was considered as non-yielding. Any 
vehicle stopping for crossing pedestrians was considered to have yielded. 
 
It was also observed that there were instances where the flags at some locations were all on one side of 
the crosswalk or there were no flags in the containers at all. This could indicate a need for greater 
“ownership” being taken to monitor and maintain these locations after they have been installed. During 
the 2016 study two pedestrians were seen arguing over the authority of the crosswalk flags. This 
demonstrated some confusion as to whether or not the flags must be used if they are present. 
 
Staff has received feedback from the public indicating that even if the flags are not being used by 
pedestrians, their presence at a location helps to make the crosswalk more visible. If the desire is to 
increase the visibility of crosswalk locations, there are other methods available to do this. 

Crosswalk Type 
 

Flag 
Usage

Driver Yielding Compliance 
Locations 

Without Flags 
Locations 
With Flags 

Crosswalk with pavement markings and signs only 2% 89% 92% 
Crosswalk with pedestrian activated flashing beacons 6% 95% 93% 
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Information from other jurisdictions that have or had crosswalk flag programs, as well as information 
based on assessment of locations with crosswalk flags in HRM was considered in drafting the proposed 
administrative order included as Attachment 1 of this report. 
 
The following general questions are addressed by the proposed administrative order: 
 
Where would crosswalk flags be permitted to be installed? 
 
The current approach is to allow the placement of crosswalk flags primarily at crosswalks identified by 
pavement markings and side mounted signs and would also include crosswalks that have pedestrian 
activated flashing beacons. Unmarked crosswalk locations are also considered, but only if there is 
supporting infrastructure in place to accommodate placement of the containers used to hold the flags. 
HRM does not install posts for the purpose of placing flags at unmarked crosswalks, nor do we allow 
others to install posts on HRM property to accommodate placement of crosswalk flags. 
 
Moving forward, the administrative order proposes to consider placement of flags only at uncontrolled 
crosswalks where pavement markings and side mounted signs are present. Consideration would no 
longer be given to locations with pedestrian activated flashing beacons or unmarked locations. 
 
This would be consistent with many other jurisdictions. Where crosswalk flag programs are in place, flags 
are allowed only at legal, marked crosswalks and cannot be located where the crosswalk is associated 
with a traffic control device. Further to this, the region of West Vancouver only installs crosswalk flags as 
an interim measure while crosswalk upgrades are being designed and funded. Once a crosswalk area 
has had the necessary upgrades, which could include the installation pedestrian activated flashing 
beacons, the crosswalk flags are removed. The high instance of driver yielding at HRM crosswalks with 
pedestrian activated flashing beacons, particularly those without crosswalk flags present, would appear to 
confirm the effectiveness of the treatment without the need to be supplemented by crosswalk flags. 
 
Unmarked crosswalk locations do not have appropriately located infrastructure to support placement of 
the flags. Without poles/posts located within, or very near to, the legal crossing location it may encourage 
pedestrians to cross outside of the crosswalk where they do not have the legal right of way. This could 
lead to dangerous situations where pedestrians are assuming a driver is required to stop for them and 
then stepping out when they shouldn’t. With confusion over the “authority” associated with the flags, 
allowing flags to be placed at unmarked crosswalks may be creating an unsafe situation for both 
pedestrians and drivers.  
 
What is the process for requesting a location to be assessed for placement of crosswalk flags? 
 
Requests to allow flags to be placed at a crosswalk can be made by any individual. HRM’s current 
practice regarding the installation of other infrastructure, such as marked crosswalks, can be made by a 
single individual and if the proper criteria are met, the infrastructure is installed. Given that other 
infrastructure that would involve a cost to the Municipality can be requested by a single individual, it would 
seem reasonable that placement of crosswalk flags, which represents no cost to the Municipality, could 
also be requested in this manner. 
 
As part of the request process, a "sponsor" must be identified to take on the responsibility to monitor and 
maintain the crosswalk flags once installed. 
 
What are the requirements that would allow for crosswalk flags to be placed at a particular 
location? 
 
In order for crosswalk flags to be placed at a location, the following criteria must be met: 
 

 The location must be an existing uncontrolled crosswalk of the type consisting of pavement 
markings and side mounted crosswalk signs only; 
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 The location must have existing sign posts or utility poles in place to support placement of the flag 

containers. HRM will not install posts for the sole purpose of placing crosswalk flags, nor will 
installation of posts by others be allowed within the right of way; 
 

 Posts or poles must be located within approximately one (1) meter of the crosswalk. This is to 
ensure the flags are accessible and do not encourage pedestrians to cross outside the crosswalk 
area; 

 
 Posts or poles already supporting regulatory signage controlling right of way (stop yield, etc.) or 

access (turn restrictions, one-way, etc.) cannot be used to support placement of crosswalk flags. 
This ensures the visibility and recognition of these controls; 
 

 Flags shall be no larger than 40 x 40 centimetres (16 x 16 inches) attached to a dowel or rod no 
longer than 75 centimetres (30 inches); and 

 
 Placement of the containers and flags will not create any obstruction to access or visibility or 

contribute to any other safety issue. 
 
What roles and responsibilities are associated with a location where crosswalk flags are placed? 
 
The crosswalk flag program is a community led initiative and as such, the “sponsor” for each installation 
would be responsible for: 
 

 Supply and installation of the containers and flags. This would include the cost for all materials 
and labour required; 
 

 On-going monitoring and upkeep of the location after installation; 
 

 Providing regular updates to HRM outlining monitoring and upkeep activities; 
 

 Obtaining any permissions necessary to attach equipment to utility poles and supply of proof of 
permission to HRM upon request; and 

 
 Modification or removal of the installation if requested by HRM. 

 
Because this is a community initiative, HRM is responsible for providing initial review of requests as a 
facilitator for the installation of crosswalk flags and would not be responsible for any costs associated with 
installations, loss, damage or theft of the flags, containers or any other materials associated with the 
installation. 
 
At the time this report was prepared, there were approximately 154 crosswalk locations in HRM where 
crosswalk flags had been placed. Approval of the recommendation to remove any crosswalk flag 
installations not in compliance with the proposed administrative order would be important in order to 
ensure consistency. There would be approximately 56 current locations where the flags would be non-
compliant. These flags could be relocated and re-used at other crosswalk locations in HRM compliant 
with the recommended AO practice.  
   
 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
There are no financial implications associated with this report. 
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RISK CONSIDERATION 
 
There are no significant risks associated with the recommendations in this report. 
 
 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
 
Community engagement was not undertaken as this report deals with matters related to internal policy. 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
There were no environmental implications identified in relation to this report. 
 
 
ALTERNATIVES 
 
Halifax Regional Council could decide not to approve the administrative order and by-law 
amendments and direct staff to do one of the following: 
 

1. Continue facilitating the installation of crosswalk flags according to the current process; 
 

2. Not allow any further installations of crosswalk flags and direct staff to begin a pilot of various 
products to enhance the visibility of crosswalks; or 

 
3. Not allow any further installations of crosswalk flags, order the removal of flags from all locations 

where they are currently installed and direct staff to begin a pilot of various products to enhance 
the visibility of crosswalks. 
 

  
ATTACHMENTS 
 
Attachment 1 -  Proposed Administrative Order 2017-001-OP Respecting the Placement of Crosswalk 

Flags 
Attachment 2 -  Showing Proposed Changes 
Attachment 3 -  Amending By-law (By-Law S-310) 
Attachment 4 - 2016 Crossing Assessment Locations 
 
 
 
A copy of this report can be obtained online at http://www.halifax.ca/council/agendasc/cagenda.php then choose the 
appropriate meeting date, or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at 902.490.4210, or Fax 902.490.4208. 
 
Report Prepared by: Roddy MacIntyre, P.Eng., Senior Traffic Operations Engineer, 902.490.8425 
 
 
















